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The Consultation

• A consultation paper entitled “Proposal to enhance the Hang Seng China Enterprises Index as 

regards providing a representative China Index of Hong Kong Market” was issued on 3 March 2017.  

• We consulted market participants from over 60 organisations, including fund managers, derivatives 

issuers and data products users.

Respondents Number

Fund Managers 29

Derivatives Issuers 16

Data Product Users 4

Others 12

Total 61
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Mainland Companies
Over 50% of the sales revenue (or profits or assets, if more appropriate) derived from mainland China

H-shares that have their primary listing on the Main 

Board of the SEHK H-Shares

A minimum of 30% of shareholdings held by 

Mainland entities* Red-chips

P-chips
(Other Mainland Companies)

Yes

Yes
No

No

All respondents supported adopting this definition as it is clear and more relevant from an 

investment perspective. 

Definition of P-chips 

*including state-owned organisations, provincial 

or municipal authorities of the Mainland
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Add Ten Red-chips/P-chips to the Index

Market Capitalisation Coverage*

Market Turnover Coverage*

Marginal benefit of adding more than 10 Red-chips / P-chips to the HSCEI is increasingly 

minimal.

*Index coverage of all Main Board-listed Mainland 

companies as defined by Hang Seng Indexes

Indicative data as at end of Jun 2017 

for illustration only
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Additional Eligibility Screenings for Red-chips and P-chips

Additional Eligibility 

Screenings
Requirements Rationale

Listing History
Three years for companies listed through an IPO; or

Six years for companies listed through a backdoor listing.

Sufficient audited financial records for

reference

AND

Price Volatility

The past one-month, three-month and 12-month historical

price volatility of a potential constituent should not be more

than three times the historical price volatility of the HSCEI for

the respective period.

Avoid adding companies with very

different risk profiles to the HSCEI

AND

Financial

The following financial parameters of the company in the past

three fiscal years must be greater than zero:

 Profit

 Net Cash Generated from Operating Activities

 Cash Dividends

Avoid adding companies without

consistent dividend payment records

or non-profit-making companies to

the HSCEI

Almost all respondents supported imposing further screening and preferred highly 

transparent and rules-driven criteria.
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Application of New Methodology

Universe:

Red-chips / P-chips

Additional Eligibility Screenings:

• Listing History Requirement (IPO: 3 yrs; Backdoor Listing: 6 yrs)

• Price Volatility (1m, 3m, 1yr) of less than triple that of HSCEI

• Profit > 0, Net Cash Generated from Operating Activities > 0 and 

Cash Dividends >0 in the past 3 fiscal years

Constituent Selection

• Combined MV Rank = Rank of (50% x MV rank + 50% x FFMV rank)

• Ascending order in terms of Combined MV Rank

HSCEI (40 H-shares + 10 Red-chips / P-chips)

Top 10 Red-Chips / P-Chips

Universe:

H-shares

Top 40 H-shares

Eligibility Criteria:

• Listing History Requirement (1 month)

• Turnover Screening (Velocity ratio >= 0.1%)
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Implement Changes in Five Phases

• The 10 Red-chips and P-chips constituents will be added to the HSCEI in five phases over 

a period of 12 months.

• The additional 10 constituents will be added to the HSCEI by adopting an inclusion factor 

and an adjusted cap level in each phase according to the following table:

Phase Month* Inclusion Factor Adjusted Cap Level

1 March 2018 0.2 2%

2 June 2018 0.4 4%

3 September 2018 0.6 6%

4 December 2018 0.8 8%

5 March 2019 1.0 10%

* The rebalancing date of regular index review.  Exact dates will be announced in Feb 2018. 
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Phase One – Indicative Index Weightings

~ 30%

~ 6%

After applying
an inclusion factor of 0.2

Indicative weighting as at end of Jun 2017 

for illustration only
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Phase 1 

(Inclusion Factor: 0.2)

Phase 2 

(Inclusion Factor: 0.4)

Phase 3 

(Inclusion Factor: 0.6)

Phase 4 

(Inclusion Factor: 0.8)
Phase 5 

(Inclusion Factor: 1)

Transition Through Phases – Indicative Index Weightings

Indicative weighting as at end of Jun 2017 

for illustration only
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Indicative Share Class Distribution of the Enhanced HSCEI

Assume the transition has been completed

Indicative data as at end of Jun 2017 for illustration only

Indicative index weighting
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Indicative Coverage of the Enhanced HSCEI

Existing After Enhancement

Market 

Capitalisation 

Coverage*

Turnover

Coverage*

*Index coverage of all Main Board-listed Mainland 

companies as defined by Hang Seng Indexes

Indicative data as at end of Jun 2017 for illustration onlyAssume the transition has been completed
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Indicative Industry Distribution of the Enhanced HSCEI

After EnhancementExisting

Assume the transition has been completed

Indicative data as at end of Jun 2017 for illustration only

Indicative index weighting
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Management of the HSCEI During the Transition

Constituent Selection for H-shares to the Index

• The number of H-shares constituents in the HSCEI will remain at 40 and the regular constituent 

change reviews will be conducted as usual. 

• The constituent selection criteria for H-shares will remain unchanged.  

Constituent Selection for Red-chips and P-chips to the Index

• The additional 10 Red-chips and P-chips for inclusion will be selected in the index review with a 

data cutoff of end-December 2017. 

• The announcement will be made in February 2018 together with the regular index review results.

• It is intended that the 10 Red-chips and P-chips will remain unchanged for the whole transition 

period. 

After the Transition

• Further announcement(s) will be made by end-2018 on the management of the HSCEI after the 

transition period.
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• All other indexes derived from the HSCEI will also be changed alongside the HSCEI.

• The relevant indexes are as follows:

 Hang Seng China Enterprises Equal Weighted Index

 Hang Seng China Enterprises Smart Index

 Hang Seng Risk Adjusted Index – HSCEI 25%

 Hang Seng Risk Adjusted Index (ER)– HSCEI 25%

 Hang Seng China Enterprises Futures Index

 Hang Seng China Enterprises Futures RMB FX Index

 HSCEI Short Index

 HSCEI 2x Short Index

 HSCEI Leveraged Index

Changes to Other Derived Indexes
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The information contained herein is for reference only. The information provided is based on sources which Hang

Seng Indexes Company Limited (Hang Seng Indexes) believes to be reliable but has not been independently verified.

Hang Seng Indexes makes no warranty or representation as to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of any of the

information contained herein and accepts no liability (whether in tort or contract or otherwise) whatsoever to any

person for any damage or loss of any nature arising from or as a result of reliance on any of the contents of this

document, or any errors or omissions in its contents and such contents may change from time to time without notice.

The information contained herein does not constitute any express or implied advice or recommendation by Hang Seng

Indexes for any investments. Investment involves risks. Prospective investors should seek independent investment

advice to ensure that any of their decisions is made with regard to their own investment objectives, financial

circumstances and other particular needs. Prospective investors should also note that value of securities and

investments can go down as well as up and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance.

© Hang Seng Indexes Company Limited 2017. All rights reserved.

Disclaimer
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